Passive, reflexive, anticausative: preliminary remarks and definitions
The distinguishing between closely related intransitive derivations, such as passive, reflexive, anticausative (decausative), is one of the most intricate semantic and syntactic issues in languages with polysemous intransitive markers. Both anticausative and passive derivations entail the promotion of the initial direct object (= Patient) and the demotion of the initial subject (= Agent). This common syntactic feature accounts for their similar morphological marking in many languages (see e.g. Comrie 1985: 328ff.; Haspelmath 1987: 29ff.) . In the cases where the markers of the passive and anticausative (at least partly) overlap, passives without an overtly expressed agent can be distinguished from anticausatives only by semantic criteria. This semantic opposition is characterized, for instance, by Comrie (1985: 326) as follows:
Passive and anticausative differ in that, even where the former has no agentive phrase, the existence of some person or thing bringing about the situation is implied, whereas the anticausative is consistent with the situation coming about spontaneously.
This general definition is also relevant for a description of the system of intransitive derivations in a number of Ancient Indo-European languages, such as Ancient Greek or (Vedic) Sanskrit. In what follows I will focus on the Vedic verbs with the suffix ya, particularly on the genesis of their accentuation. Generally, the ya-presents with the accent on the suffix are passives (kriyáte 'is made', ucyáte 'is called', stūyáte 'is praised', hanyáte 'is killed'), whereas the yapresents with root accentuation behave as non-passive intransitives (cf. pádyate 'falls', búd-hyate 'wakes', r yate 'flows'). However, a few ya-formations are generally regarded as exceptions to this regularity. The parade examples include mriyáte 'dies' (root m ) and its semantic counterpart j yate 'is born' (root jan).
Non-passive yapresents with suffix accentuation:
the type mriyáte
One of the most debated Vedic verbal formations relevant for a study of the accentual history of the yapresents is mriyáte 'dies'. While its semantic opponent, j yate (on which see next Section), is regarded as a passive by meaning, non-passive by form, mriyáte is taken as a passive by form, but non-passive by meaning, being quoted in all Vedic and IndoEuropean grammars as a handbook example of the non-passive usage of a yapresent with suffix accentuation. 1 A few attempts to analyse this present as a passive proved unsuccessful. For instance, Negelein (1898: 38) treated it as the passive of the transitive m (<*melH) 'crush, destroy' ["Der Inder mag sich den Hergang des Todes sehr wohl als ein Zermalmtwerden (m malmen) vorgestellt haben"], which is etymologically impossible. Hartmann in his book Das Passiv. Eine Studie zur Geistesgeschichte der Kelten, Italiker und Arier (Hartmann 1954: 186ff.) even assumed a particular passive conceptualisation of death in Ancient India. The fact that two verbs which belong to one and the same semantic domain, j yate 'is born' and mriyáte 'dies', show such a striking dissimilarity in accentuation, which generally corresponds to the functional opposition "passive/non-passive", did not escape his attention. But his conclusions from this remarkable fact in the vein of Geistesgeschichte are untenable: 1) verbs denoting changes of state 3 (mostly of spontaneous and non-controllable character): jan i 'be born' -j ya te RV+, pyā 'fill, swell' -py ya te RV+, budh (α) 4 '(a)wake' búdhya te RV+, lī (α) 'dissolve' -l ya te RVKh.+; 2) verbs of motion and body posture: pad 'fall, move' -pádya te RV+, 1 yā 'drive, speed' -ya te RV+, rī 'whirl, swirl' -r ya te RV, VS 1× , lī (β) 'adhere' -līya te Br.+; 3) verbs of mental activities, constructed with the accusative: kā 'long (for), yearn' -k ya te RV 1× , budh (β) 'perceive' -búdhya te AV+, man 'think, respect' -mánya te RV+, m ṣ 'forget' -m ṣya te RV+.
No doubt, the similar morphological marking of these presents reflects their semantic affinity within the Vedic verbal system. Note that for all these semantic types, middle voice marking is typical in the world languages (see Kemmer 1993; 1994: 182f. et passim) . In spite of the small range of classes (1) (2) (3) , their relevance within the Vedic verbal system is obvious. These types determine which meanings are productive (and, hence, "morphologically influential") in the class of middle yapresents, and which are not. For instance, the relevance of type (2) may account for the secondary and more recent usage of búdhya te , which originally (in the RV) could only be used in the intransitive usage (α), meaning '(a)wake'; after the RV, when the class I present bódha-ti 'perceive' disappears, búdhya te takes over its function, thus being grouped together with such present formations as mánya te 'think, respect' or m ṣya te 'forget'.
All verbs of the type mriyá te perfectly fit the three semantic classes listed above. mriyá te denotes a change of state (note, particularly, the parallelism with j ya te , which will be discussed at length below, in Section 3); 5 dhriyá te (together with the hapaxes ghriya te and sriya te ) belongs with verbs of motion and body posture; driyá te refers to a mental activity. Moreover, even the secondary meaning of dhriyá te (β) 'decide, determine', attested from Middle Vedic (Brāhmaṇas) onward, perfectly fits class (3), too. Thus, within the verbal system, all these Criyá-presents belong with the middle yapresents, and even their later developments are determined by the semantic skeleton (1) (2) (3) , as shown in Table 1 below: 6 Thus, the suffix ("passive") accentuation in the first three presents of the type mriyáte must be of secondary origin. All these formations are derived from C roots and, together with yápassives of the same structure (kriyáte 'is made', bhriyáte 'is carried' etc.), represent a specific development of before the present suffix ya. Most likely, the regular reflex of *C Vwas such that it disturbed the morphological transparency of the formation (for instance, **m ryate). 7 The only way to preserve the transparency of the form was to introduce the accent on the suffix: *C -a-→ Criyá-(i.e.: *m -a-→ mriyá-etc.). Here the type kriyáte (where ri-goes usually regarded as mere misunderstanding (see e.g. J. Schmidt 1875: 244ff.; cf. also Benfey 1866a: 198f.). In fact, however, the segmentation mriy-á-is the only possible synchronic solution of the descriptive conflict between the "passive" form and the non-passive meaning of these presents: class VI is the only thematic present with the accent on the thematic vowel (cf. kṣi 'dwell' -kṣiy-á-ti ).
3 See Levin 1993: 240ff., with bibl. 4 Hereafter I use Greek characters (α, β) to refer to different meanings of polysemous yapresents. 5 Cf. M. Leumann 1940: 232 [= Kl.Schr., 323] ; Gonda (1951: 92) : "the two verbs [= mriyáte and j yate. -L. K.] 'formed a pair' and influenced each other". 6 This must also hold true for the presents ghriya te 'drip' and sriya te 'stretch', which do not occur accented, but, by virtue of their phonological structure can only bear accent on the suffix: *ghriyá te , *sriyá te .
7 Cf. d rvā-< *d eH- (Lubotsky 1997: 148, with fn. 29) . Note that the yapresents (including yápassives) derived from roots ending in long sonants (such as p rya-'become full' < *p H-a) are not discussed in this paper. On the Avestan reflexes of *C -(Crii, Cirii), see Beekes 1999: 64. back to the accentless -before ) may have served as a model. Due to this accent rule, presents of the type mriyáte, which originally belonged with middle yapresents, formally fell together with yápassives. 8
jā́yate 'is born' -anticausative or former passive?
According to the opinion widely spread in earlier Indo-European and Indo-Iranian studies, j yate (as well as its Old-Iranian cognate, Avestan zaiieiti) is the original passive, with the secondary accent shift in Vedic. Whitney in his seminal Sanskrit grammar (1889: 273, §761b) called it 'altered passive'; likewise, Macdonell in his Vedic grammar (1910: 333, §444a) claims that the original passive has been "transferred to the radically accented ya-class": *jāyáte-→ j yate. Similar statements can also be found in later studies. 9 There is no sufficient evidence for such a hypothesis, however. Although a passive interpretation ('is born by smb.') is possible per se, it cannot be supported by the syntactic features of jan. Witness the following examples from the gveda and Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa:
(1) RV 6.7.3a tvád vípro jā-yate vājy àgne you:ABL poet:NOM.SG bear-YA-3SG.MED prize-winner:NOM.SG fire:VOC.SG 'From you, o fire, is born the poet, the prize-winner.'
8 For a detailed discussion of this morphological type, see Kulikov 1997 . On the secondary accent shift in mriyáte, see also Szemerényi 1964: 184, fn. 1. It is worth mentioning that a number of Indo-Europeanists and Sanskritists, without explicitly formulating the conditions of this process, have suggested the secondary character of the suffix accentuation in this present type; cf., for instance, the remark by Kellens (1984: 121, note (8) ): "Le sens ne permet pas de considérer mriyá-comme le passif de mára-: l'accent suffixal paraît donc secondaire". On the partial overlapping of the ya-stems built on some C and CR roots (vacillation CRīya-/CRiya), see Kulikov 2005. 9 j yate is qualified as an original passive, e.g. in Mayrhofer's grammar (1965: 93, 93) , albeit not consistently; see Hauschild 1965: 216; cf. also Hartmann 1954: 186f.; Etter 1985: 215, fn. 290; 245; Kellens 1984: 126ff., note (15) The most important piece of evidence for a non-passive analysis of j yate is the lack of constructions with the instrumental of the agent (= the one who begets), which would be typical for a true passive construction (see Hock 1985-86: 90, fn. 5) , as in (1a):
(1a) *tváyā vípro jā-yate you:INS poet:NOM.SG bear-YA-3SG.MED 'The poet is born by you (o fire).' Besides, there are no good phonological reasons which could explain the supposed accent shift: *jāyáte-→ j yate. Most likely, j yate belonged with anticausatives, not with passives, from the very beginning, meaning 'come into being, arise'. Then, how the widely spread passive analysis of j yate can be explained? I presume it may have emerged under the influence of the passive morphology of its translations in European languages, such as Engl. is born, Germ. ist geboren, Fr. est né. Note, incidentally, that the Russian translation of this Vedic verb seems to be free of such dangerous side effects: Rus. рождаться 'be born' is a nonpassive intransitive (anticausative), which cannot be employed in passive constructions of the type 'X is born by smb.'
yapresents with fluctuating accentuation
There are some twenty Vedic yapresents attested with boot root and suffix accentuation, cf. múcya-te / mucyá te 'be released, become free', kṣ ya te / kṣīyá te 'perish, disappear', etc. (hereafter referred to as "´-yápresents"). According to standard Vedic grammars, this fluctuation is not random only in case of pacyáte 'is cooked' vs. pácyate 'ripens' (as in RV 1.135.8 pácyate yávaḥ 'the barley ripens'). In what follows, I will concentrate on synchronic features and diachronic origins of this verbal class.
Historical distribution of accentuation in Vedic texts
As noticed above, the accent fluctuation of the type múcya te / mucyá te does not follow any semantic regularity (except for pácyá te ). The few attempts at explaining the place of the stress in terms of the passive/non-passive distinction (cf. Gonda 1951: 98f.) , parallel to the opposition pacyáte 'is cooked' vs. pácyate 'ripens' clearly faltered. We find forms with different accentuation in nearly identical contexts and even parallel passages which differ only in accentuation; cf. RV 10.152.1 j yate = AV 1.20.4 jīyáte. The accentuation of the yápresents is not random, however, as Table 2 below shows (the numbers in superscript indicate the number of accented occurrences): The simple regularity, which immediately follows from the above table can be formulated as follows:
• in the g-Veda (together with the RV-Khilāni) and in the texts of the Taittirīya school (Taittirīya-Saṃhitā, Taittirīya-Brāhmaṇa and, probably, Taittirīya-Āraṇyaka), yápres-ents show root accentuation; • in the Atharva-Veda, Maitrāyaṇī Saṃhitā, Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa and, most likely, in the texts of the Kāṭhaka school, yápresents show suffix accentuation.
While evidence provided by the RV, AV, MS, ŚB and the accentuated texts of the Taittirīya school is quite sufficient to make decisive conclusions on the accentual patterning of the yápresents in these texts, the case of the Kāṭhaka (KS) is less clear. The overwhelming majority of the yápresents occur in the unaccentuated parts of the text in ed. Schroeder; evidence consists of only three attestations (dahyámānā ). Yet, in spite of the scarcity of attestations, the three accented occurrences (to which one form in the Kaṭha-Āraṇyaka may be added) as well as the close affinity of the language of the Kāṭhaka and Maitrāyaṇī schools lead to the assumption that the corresponding dialects belong together as far as the accentual patterning of the yápresents is concerned.
Still more problematic is the position of the dialect of the Vājasaneyins. The only yápres-ent which occurs accented in the VS is tápyá te (tápyamānāya VS 39.12). 10 The aforementioned distinction holds foremost for the larger semantic class of yápres-ents, which includes verbs referring to (spontaneous) destruction and some related processes (for a detailed semantic analysis of the yápresents see Section 4.4 below). More intricate is the case of the second, smaller, semantic class, which includes verbs of heating. In the RV, the place of the accent in pácyá te depends on its meaning ('be cooked/ripen'). The ŚB and MS have generalized the suffix accentuation (except for one root-accented occurrence in the ŚB), as in the case of the verbs of destruction; the root accentuation of the only accented occurrence in the TB matches both its semantics ('ripen') and the rule of accent placement in the Taittirīya and therefore does not prove anything. Likewise, dáhyá te (unattested in the RV) essentially follows the model of the verbs of destruction, except for one occurrence in the TS. Most complicated is the situation with tápyá te . In the AV, all the accented forms bear accent on the suffix, whilst in the TB the accent is on the root, which meets our rule. The accent placement in the Saṃhitās of the Yajurveda (TS, MS) seems to be random; note, however, that both occurrences which do not meet the rule (TS m 3.2.8.2 anu-tapyámāna-≈ anu-tápyamāna-MS m 2.3.8:37.1) appear in a mantra -that is, in the older language (which may represent an earlier situation as compared to what we observe at the later stage of the development of the same Vedic dialects, in Vedic prose). All the three root-accented occurrences attested in the ŚB are imperatives (met with in one passage), while the suffix accentuation is attested in indicative forms.
From the rule formulated above it immediately follows that (i) the suffix accentuation of the yápresents in the AV, MS and ŚB does not suggest their passive value or any particular semantic difference from the corresponding forms with the root accentuation attested in the RV(Kh.) and Taittirīya -contra Gonda 1951; there are no good reasons to emend the suffix accentuation in these texts on the basis of non-passive semantics (cf. Insler 1987: 62f. on AV kṣīyáte). The accent fluctuation does not depend on the semantics of the yapresents in question, but represents a difference between Vedic schools/dialects.
Exceptions to the general rule
Exceptions to our rule are relatively few among the 'entropy increase' verbs (shown with the outline letters in Table 2 above); for convenience, they are summarized in Table 3 below: Most exceptions fall into one of the following types:
(1) eleven non-indicative forms with suffix accentuation instead of root accentuation:
• subjunctives: vy-dhyai ŚB 2. The tendency to bear the accent on the root in the non-indicative forms of yápresents in the AV, MS and ŚB was by no means a strict rule, however: we find subjunctives and optatives with the accent on the suffix as well, cf. jīyéta MS 1.6.10:103:2, dīryéta ŚB 4.5.10.7 2× , bhidyéyātām ŚBK 4.9.4.15, etc. On the assumption that in the corresponding Vedic dialects the accent was retracted from the suffix to the root, the root-accented forms listed above can be regarded as preserving the original accentuation (see Section 5.2 below).
(2) six occurrences attested in the YVic mantras: anu-tápyamānāḥ MS m 2.3.8:37. 
Instances of semantically motivated accent shift
To sum up, for the majority of yápresents the accent fluctuation does not involve any semantic or syntactic features. Thus, the standard explanation of the accent shift in yápas-sives as motivated by the non-passive (reflexive or anticausative) syntax 13 finds no or little support in the linguistic facts. The only clear instance of an opposition correlated with the place of accent is pácyá te , employed in the sense 'be cooked' or 'ripen', depending on its accentuation (on the suffix vs. on the root; for references, see Kulikov 2001 Kulikov , 2011 . This correlation seems to hold true only for the language of the RV, however (where, incidentally, the root accentuation is attested only once, at RV 1.135.8, against three instances of suffix accentuation). Note, furthermore, that the semantic opposition 'be cooked' ~ 'ripen' does not amount to the passive / non-passive distinction, but suggests an idiomatic change (lexicalization).
Another instance of semantic motivation may be dáhyá te , which occurs with the root accentuation in the RVKh. ('burn [by itself]') and with the suffix accentuation in the Vedic prose (TS, MS-KS, ŚBK) ('be burned [by fire]'), but this semantic distinction is too subtle and evidence rather scant. Besides, four of the five occurrences follow the accentual patterning attested for verbs of destruction, the only exception being TS 5.5.2.3 dahyámānā.
Semantics of the ˏyápresents
The middle yapresents with fluctuating accentuation represent, in a sense, a 'bridge' between yápassives and non-passive middle yapresents. This small class reveals a remarkable semantic and structural similarity. 14 The main subclass of the yápresents can be defined in semantic terms as follows. A good deal of these verbs denote processes of spontaneous destruction: breaking, bursting (in the Brāhmaṇas often said of sacrificial vessels), splitting, as well as destruction in general ('disappear', 'perish', etc.), cf. kṣ yá te 'perish, disappear'; chídyá te 'break, cut off'; d ryá te 'crack, split, burst'; bhidya te 'break, split'; m yá te 'damage, perish'; lúpyá te 'damage, tear'; ś ryá te 'break, collapse'. The definition of another subclass (múcyá te , etc.) poses some problems. Intuitively, the meanings of mucyate 'becomes free', śīyate 'falls', śiṣyate 'is left over', etc. are rather close to the semantic domain of destruction, but their common denominator is difficult to capture. Yet, one may argue that they all denote a process when an element ceases to be incorporated into a system or structure -for instance, some part(s) of an object break off and fall down -which, ultimately, results in the destruction of a system. Specifically, mucyate 'becomes free, is released' can be determined as 'ceases to be bound, included into a bound system'; śiṣyate 'is left over' and hīyate 'is abandoned, is left over' ≈ 'remains outside a structure'; śīyate 'falls (out)' ≈ 'ceases to be included into a structure through falling out of it'. At first glance, dhyate 'is successful, fulfilled, goes well' does not belong to this semantic type; but its meaning changes to the opposite in compounds with the preverb ví: 'is deprived of [a property], loses', i.e. 'ceases to be connected with some (structural) elements'; cf. jīyate 'suffers loss', which is very close. ricyate belongs here both when employed as a simplex ('is emptied' ≈ 'is deprived of its content') and with the preverbs áti, prá ('surpasses, is redundant' ≈ 'goes beyond the scope of a structure'; 'is left over'). For this subgroup I propose the tentative label 'verbs of destructuring'.
In my view, we are able to determine an even more general semantic feature which encompasses the meanings of both 'destruction' and 'destructuring'. All these verbs denote spontaneous "fatal" processes which result in destroying some natural or artificial system or organism, and, to put it in general terms, in the entropy increase. 15 In this semantic perspective, instructive is the present ś yá te , whose semantics does not amount to falling down. In one of its usages, ś yá te refers to a particular kind of falling, which accompanies natural decay, growing old: falling out of hairs, teeth, etc., i.e. typical instances of entropy increase. Cf. also JB 1.1 bhasmāvaśīyate 'some borings fall down [from the piece of kindling wood being churned]', on which Bodewitz (1973: 21f., note 4) comments that "bhasma refers to wooden dust falling of the wood sticks during the churning, a product of erosion [emphasis is mine. -L. K.]" -again, a typical instance of entropy increase.
The verb p 'fill' cannot be included into the class of 'entropy increase' verbs in any of its usages. Yet, in the compound with the preverb it functions as the counterpart of an 'entropy increase' verb, kṣ (with the preverb ápa): -p 'wax' and ápa-kṣ 'wane' denote opposite changes of the half-moon.
The semantic affinity of the 'entropy increase' verbs is also supported by the fact that they often co-occur in texts. To mention a few passages: TB 1.5.10.5, ŚB 1.7.2.22, 2.1.3.1, 2.4.4.18, 19, 8.4.1.10, 10.4.2.17 (co-occurrence of ápa-kṣ and -p ); PB 6.7.15 (ava-chid, vy-dh, jī); TS 7.2.1.4, MS 1.6.10, 1.8.7, AV 10.1.32 (muc, hā) ; ŚB 3.1.1.3 ((abhy)áti-ric, śiṣ), TS 3.2.9.5, AB 6.2.6 (lup, hā). 16 The second, smaller, semantic class of yápresents includes three verbs of heating: tápyá te 'heat, suffer', dáhyá te 'burn', pácyá te 'cook; ripen'.
Paradigmatic features
The most remarkable paradigmatic feature shared by the yápresents of entropy increase is their opposition to transitive-causative presents with nasal affixes (cf. kṣ yáte -kṣiṇ ti, kṣiṇóti, chídyáte -chinátti, lúpyáte -lumpáti, etc.). By contrast, the three yápresents of heating are opposed to class I presents (tápyá te -tápa-ti , dáhyá te -dáha-ti , pácyá te -páca-ti ); for details, see Kulikov 2011, chapter C.III.2. It seems that the paradigmatic similarity of the yápresents could be an important feature of this verbal class, which supported their semantic affinity and, in some cases, could even trigger the rise of secondary transitive presents with nasal suffixes for some -ya-presents of this class; cf. such formations as śináṣṭi, śiṃṣati.
Phonological similarity
Some types of phonological structures are particularly common among the yápresents of entropy increase, while some others are unattested. Specifically, five stems (one third) show the structure Cīya-, four stems belong to the type CiCya, three stems show the structure Cī/ūrya. By contrast, all the three verbs of heating are derived from CaC roots, uncommon among verbs of 'entropy increase'. It is of course impossible to posit a strict correlation between phonological structures and semantic classes; however, the phonological similarity could additionally support the structural affinity of the verbs in question 17 and cause accent shift in some yapresents of similar structures, even in spite of different semantics, in particular, in -v yante 'are impregnated' TS 6.1.7.1 (√vyā/vī), īyámāna-'speeding, driving' (√yā) MS m 2. 6.11:70.12, v.l. [three mss.] , ŚB v 14.7.1.14 = BĀUM v 4.3.14); cf. esp. the parallelism vyā/vī, yā/ī j yā/jī.
Accent fluctuation of the type múcya
te / mucyá te in a diachronic perspective
The features shared by the yápresents (semantics, non-passive syntax, opposition to transitive nasal presents, partial phonological similarity) belong to different layers of the language structure and are essentially independent of each other. This implies that the similarity of yápresents cannot be mere coincidence, and they form a morphologically relevant verbal class, rather than a random group. Their semantics (entropy increase, heating) seems to be the main parameter organizing these verbs to a structural class and, eventually, determining their properties. For instance, this feature could trigger the emergence of the nasal presents śináṣṭi, śiṃṣati (Br. +), built as transitive-causative counterparts of śíṣyá te .
The 'entropy increase' semantics could also influence the accentual behaviour of a yapresent even in the cases where it was registered only with some preverbs; cf. dhyá te 'be successful', which changes its meaning to the opposite ('be deprived, lose') in compounds with ví, and therefore follows the accentual pattern of the verbs of entropy increase. The same explanation probably holds true for the suffix accentuation of the non-passive vi-lipyáte (MS) 'comes unstuck [and falls off]' (~ simplex lipya te 'stick, smear').
Furthermore, the parallelism between -p 'wax' and ápa-kṣ 'wane' (the latter of which belongs to the 'entropy increase' type) has probably triggered changes in accent patterning of p ryá te , in spite of the fact that this present does not show any meaning related to entropy increase.
On the other hand, some middle yapresents with the root accentuation were not grouped with the yápresents (and hence did not change their accentuation) if their semantic affinity with the entropy increase class was not supported by other features. Thus, for instance, pádya te 'fall', albeit similar to ś yá te in meaning, does not show other features of the -ya-presents referring to 'entropy increase' (note, in particular, the root structure CaC and the lack of a transitive-causative counterpart with the nasal affix) and does not change to padyá te in the dialects of the AV, MS and ŚB. 18 The "intermediate" position of yápresents between yápassives and non-passive middle yapresents probably results from their peculiar semantics. Judging from their non-passive meanings and syntax (see above) as well as from their root accentuation in the gveda, originally these formations probably belonged with the class IV presents. Later on, in some contexts they could be re-interpreted as passives (in accordance with the scenario: 'breaks' → 'is broken [by smb.]'; 'becomes free' → 'is released', or the like) and, due to the increasing productivity of the yápassives, undergo accent shift in several Vedic dialects -in particular, in the dialects of the AV, Maitrāyaṇī-Kāṭhaka and ŚB. 19 The great number of exceptions in the Yajurvedic mantras and the root accentuation of tápyamāna-in the Vājasaneyi-Saṃhitā as against the prevalent suffix accentuation in the Śata-patha-Brāhmaṇa, which belongs to the same Vedic school (White Yajurveda), may point to the fact that the accent shift from the root to the suffix in the corresponding Yajurvedic dialects was only completed by the period of Vedic prose (Brāhmaṇas properly speaking).
5. Concluding diachronic remarks on the accentual history of Vedic yapresents 5.1. The original accentuation of (middle) yapresents It is commonplace in Vedic studies to assume that all yapresents, irrespectively of accentuation and diathesis (i.e. both yápassives and class IV presents), go back to one source, 20 and the correlation between accentuation and the passive/non-passive distinction is 18 Not counting three occurrences with suffix accentuation in the late ŚB (books 11 and 14) . 19 Our knowledge of the Vedic dialectology is still rather poor (for a systematic treatment of the issue, see Witzel 1989 ), and we are thus far unable to draw any decisive conclusions on the localisation of the dialects in which this accent shift was operative. Nevertheless, relying upon Witzel's preliminary outline, one might tentatively assume that one of the centres of this process was the Kuru region (KS, early ŚB), whereas the dialect(s) of the Pañcala (where the TS can be tentatively located) were more conservative and have preserved root accentuation.
20 I will not discuss here at length the highly controversial issue of the origin of the present suffix ya. Suffice it to mention that the morpheme ya-must be historically identical in the middle class IV presents (with root accentuation) and yápassives, while some of the active yapresents may go back to a different (denominative?) source. For a survey of possible sources of the present suffix ya-(resp. PIE * e/o), see, in particular, Lubotsky 1985 (who demonstrates that the PIE source of Ved. śuṣ, i.e. *H 2 sus, must be an adjective, not a verbal root); Barton 1986: 143, fn. 27 ("many of the * e / o -intransitives are doubtless denominal in origin") ; Rasmussen 1993: 480ff.; and Kortlandt's (1981: 127f.) , who advocates the genetic relationship between Vedic i-aorists, áya-causatives and yápassives: the former may go back to "a deverbative noun of the type *k Thumb/Hauschild 1959: 333ff.; Strunk 1967: 78. This assumption, based, above all, on the intransitivity of the majority of yapresents, immediately raises the question on the original place of accent: did they bear accent on the suffix or on the root? Evidence is controversial: the zero grade of the root may betray the original suffix accentuation, while the increasing productivity of yápassives and the archaic non-productive character of many class IV presents rather point to the root accentuation. Most scholars considered the root accentuation in the class IV presents secondary as against the suffix accentuation in yápassives; see already Kuryłowicz's (1952: 114f.) assumption that accent retraction to the root in class IV presents was due to the influence of class I presents with phonologically regular full grade root, thus: *asy-á-→ ásya, *paśy-á-→ páśya, etc. on the model of *gacháti → gáchati, where a < * has been reanalysed as full grade (Saussure 1879: 174 [= Rec., 163] ); 23 cf. also Gonda 1951: 92 ("the accentual differentiation of the ya-verbs was attended by a partial leaning towards other thematic rootaccented presents"); 1971: 91.
On the other hand, Delbrück (1897: 435f.) argued for the opposite development ( ya-→ yá); cf. also Kümmel in LIV 637, note 2 [ad got. þaursjan* 'dürsten'] s.v. *ters. 24 No doubt, the system of yapresents was subject to a number of analogical accent shifts of both kinds ( ya-↔ yá), even within the historical period; see Section 4 on yapresents with fluctuating accentuation and Kulikov 2011 on the supposedly passive origin of i gya te (á gya te ) 'move, stir' and rya te 'move'.
The difference in accentuation between (middle) class IV presents and yápassives is clearly secondary. We can only speculate why the passive subclass has generalized the suffix accentuation (which probably was original), while non-passives have retracted accent to the root. This accent shift may have started in a few old non-passive yapresents, in which zero and full grade could not be distinguished (cf. mányate), or where the full grade was introduced instead of the phonetically impossible zero grade (as in padyate ← **pdyáte) or in order to avoid morphological opacity (nahyati/te ← **ahyáti/te < * h áti/-tai (?) or asyati/te ← *s áti/-tai). 25 The root accentuation could be introduced for such presents in accordance with Saussure's rule (reformulated by Kuryłowicz for yapresents, see above) and subsequently generalized for all non-passives.
The genesis of accentuation of yapresents: a possible scenario
A possible relative chronology of accent shifts in the Vedic middle yapresents can be summarized as follows:
itself be used predicatively", whereas causatives and yápassives are supposed to be derivatives from this noun. For a comprehensive survey of existing hypotheses, see also Kulikov 2011.
21 "… everybody knows the intimate connection between the yá-class and the 4 th present-class". 
Some considerations on Vedic -ya-presents
The paper by L. Kulikov consists of two parts: 1) detailed discussion upon the peculiarities of some specific Vedic verbal stems, and 2) reconstruction of the -ya-present pattern for Proto-Indo-Aryan. Below I will touch upon the second -comparative -portion of the paper ( §5). Kulikov discusses two functions of the Vedic -yasuffix: medial present tense of the 4 th class with nonpassive intransitive function, i.e. the √ -ya-te pattern (however, the frequent active √ -ya-ti pattern is excluded from the analysis) and the regular passive forms of the √-yá-te pattern. The author concludes that the original Proto-Indo-Aryan pattern of the middle voice was *√-yá-te , which later split into two accentual and semantic types. 1 1 Kulikov labels this proto-level as "Proto-Indo-Aryan", but, in fact, some OPers. and Avest. evidence may prove that the The only explication of such a split proposed by Kulikov is J.*Kuryłowicz's idea that non-passive midgrammaticalization of the ya-suffix as an exponent of the passive voice goes back to the Proto-Indo-Iranian level. On the contrary, if we reject OPers. and Avest. data, an accurate term should be "Proto-Vedic", not Proto-Indo-Aryan in general. On the other hand, the Dardic language Shina shows the same grammaticalized passive voice in -izh-(= -ij-), Bailey 1924 : 29, Schmidt & Kohistani 2008 f. This fact should prove the Proto-IndoAryan antiquity of such a grammaticalization, if Shina -izh-does indeed contain *-ya-(as is suspected by V. A. Dybo, see his reply below, although I would rather suppose that Shina -izh-reflects an innovative formation in Dardic). Below, for the sake of convenience, I will use Kulikov's term "Proto-Indo-Aryan" in regard to the grammaticalized passive voice in -ya-.
*
In any case, it is important that such a grammaticalization is an inner Indo-Aryan (or Indo-Iranian) innovation. E.g., in the Balto-Slavic group (the closest linguistic relative of Indo-Iranian) -praesentia normally seem to be associated with transitive or dle verbs of the shape *√-yá-te changed into √ -ya-te under the influence of the verbs of the 1 st class (a repetition of Saussure's rule, which explains the shift 6 th class > 1 st class for roots with the synchronic vowel -a-). It is not clear, however, why this accent retraction affected non-a-roots (like búdh-ya-te '(a)wakes') and why a-forms with the passive semantics (like han-yá-te 'is killed') retained their suffixal accent.
Strictly speaking, Kuryłowicz's theory implies a rather complicated scenario, whose additional iterations have been omitted by Kulikov in his schema: 1) at the first stage all a-forms acquire root accent, regardless of their passive or non-passive meaning; i.e. *han-yá-te > *hán-ya-te, but non-a-forms like *budh-yá-te remain untouched. 2) the passive voice then starts to grammaticalize, during which process, for some (e.g., statistical) reasons, the *√-yá-te pattern is chosen for the passive meaning. That is, the system of ya-verbs becomes rebuilt again: *hán-ya-te > han-yá-te 'is killed' and *budh-yá-te > búdh-ya-te '(a)wakes'.
On the other hand, if one feels obliged to reduce, by any means, the Proto-Indo-Aryan ya-verbs to a single accentual pattern, an alternative solution -with *√ -yaas a starting point -could be more likely.
1) Passive ya-stems are a productive and semantically transparent group of verbal forms with an innovative semantics (the passive voice is not reconstructed for IE), therefore, it is natural that the new marked pattern (namely, √-yá-te ) was introduced specifically for these forms rather than for the heterogenous and semantically various group of non-passive ya-verbs. 2) As is shown by Kulikov himself ( §4), the shift from the √ -ya-pattern to the √-yá-te one for nonpassive forms is attested in available Vedic data (if one assumes that the RV dialect is more archaic than the AV one). In the light of this, *√ -ya-te as a starting point is a more economic scenario than *√-yá-te . 3) Another Indo-Aryan branch, represented by the modern Shina language, normally demonstrates root accent in *ya-forms -see the reply by V. A. Dybo below.
In actual fact, however, attempts to reduce the Proto-Indo-Aryan -ya-verbs to a single accentual patagentive intransitive verbs. Thus, as per Аркадьев 2006, in Modern Lithuanian ca. 65% of verbs with the present and past tenses in --are transitive and ca. 30% -agentive intransitive; in their turn, ca. 80% of transitive verbs and ca. 90% of agentive intransitive verbs form the present and past tenses with --.
tern seem unsupported by any positive evidence. It is well known that, in regard to their accent, the verbal systems of Ancient Greek and Old Indian are almost totally levelled. This means that normally the place of accent of any verbal form is predictable from its grammatical features. On the contrary, Balto-Slavic languages demonstrate the opposition of two accentual paradigms ("immobile" and "mobile") in almost all verbal types. 2 In such a case the standard comparative approach is to consider the Balto-Slavic situation to be more archaic and Ancient Greek and Old Indian systems to be the results of various secondary processes. It is therefore possible that the Vedic ya-presence is a unique case where relics of an old accentual opposition within the OInd. verbal system can be traced.
Unfortunately, less than half of the OInd. ya-verbs with the accentual fluctuation listed in §4 possess reliable Balto-Slavic cognates, and only in a couple of cases the Balto-Slavic data are sufficient for accent reconstruction. Out of them one root possesses the dominant valency: 1) OInd. tápyáte 'heats; suffers' ~ Slav. *topiti 'to warm (trans.)', a.p. b2 (ОСА: 113 and V. A. Dubo, pers. com.) 3 .
On the contrary, one root is clearly recessive: 2) OInd. d ryáte 'cracks, is split' ~ Slav. *dьr-ati, *dьr-ǫ 'to tear', a.p. c (Дыбо 1982: 215; ОСА: 62) .
The following cases are unclear: 3) OInd. dáhyáte 'burns' ~ Balt. *deg-a-'to burn (trans., intr.)', Slav. *žeg-ǫ, *žež-etъ (also *žьg-ati, *žьg-ǫ) 'to burn (trans.)'. The Baltic morphological type does not permit to establish the original valency of the root. In Slavic languages thematic verbs with the obstruent final also underwent a heavy accentual unification, but S. L. Nikolaev supposes that some new data may speak in favor of the original accentual paradigm c (ОСА 1: 50). In my opinion, however, the Slavic data is also unrepresentative in such a case. 4) OInd. p ryáte 'becomes full' ~ Balt. *pilna-'full' (Lith. pìlnas [secondary 3], Lett. pi ns), Slav. *pъlnъ, accentual paradigm a 'full'. The BaltoSlavic stem *p i -n-is indeed dominant, but accentual characteristics of the suffix -n-can hardly be established, and, therefore, the valency of the root remains unknown. 5) OInd. múcyáte 'becomes free' ~ Balt. *maũk-a-(trans.), *smaũk-a-(trans.), *mu-n-k-a-(intr.) '(verb of motion)', Slav. *mъknǫti, *mъčati, *mykati '(verb of motion)'. Both Baltic and Slavic morphological types do not permit to establish the original valency of the root. 6) OInd. rícyáte 'is emptied' ~ Balt. *liẽk-~ *liẽk-a-'to leave'. The Baltic morphological type does not permit to establish the original valency of the root.
Thus, the available material is too scant for farreaching conclusions.
В. А. Дыбо
Российский государственный гуманитарный университет (Москва) Относительно др.-инд. ya-глаголов Установление Л. И. Куликовым акцентуационных дублетов в формах презенса с основой на ya--важный результат исследования. Но полный ли это список? Необходимо получить полные списки подобных словоформ с явно пассивным значением. Следует иметь в виду, что все исторические и сравнительно-исторические грамматики страда-ют из-за отсутствия полных списков засвидетельст-вованных в памятниках словоформ. Мне представ-ляется, что разделение ya-словоформ на IV класс и пассив по акцентовке словоформ -явление ис-кусственное, обязанное позднейшей грамматиче-ской спекуляции, а само наличие двух типов ак-центовки ya-словоформ имеет фонетическое (про-содическое) объяснение. Конечно, два типа ак-центовки этих словоформ, возникнув фонетиче-ски, в дальнейшем могли быть использованы для различения пассивных и медиальных значений. Это мое представление поддерживается следую-щими фактами:
Уже Б. Уилер обнаружил, что лишь две трети соответствующих между собой имен в греко-арий-ском совпадают по своей акцентовке (Wheeler 1885). Он, правда, не придал этому существенного значе-ния. Впервые на важность этого расхождения ме-жду языками, положенными в основу индоевро-пейской акцентологической реконструкции, было указано в совместном докладе Николаев & Старос-тин 1978. Были приведены следующие отклонения в акцентовке древнеиндийских и греческих тема-тических имен 1 :
герм. *ƕéƕula-< *k ék lo-(др. πότερος, ион. κότερος 'welcher od. wer von beiden?'; герм. *ƕaþaraz ~ *ƕeþaraz (< *ƕáþaraz *ƕéþaraz) adj. pron. (гот. ƕaþar 'wer von beiden'; др.-англ. hwaeđer, hweđer; др.-сакс. hweđar, др.-в.-нем. hwedar 'wer von beiden?'); слав. *kòtorъ > *kotòrъ KEWA I, 148; Frisk II, 586; Orel 2003: 199; Feist 1939: 283; БЕР 2: 679-680. Сомнительно предполагаемое авторами отно-шение к этой группе: др.-инд. dhūmáḥ m. 'Rauch' г реч. θύμος m., θύμον n. 'Thymian' (авторы не при-нимают сближения с греч. θῡμός m. 'Geist, Mut, Zorn, Sinn') KEWA II, 109; Frisk I, 693. Так как ав-торы не дали альтернативной этимологии греч. θῡμός, которая бы надежно устраняла эту форму из традиционного сближения, она остается как первичная, а лат. fūmus m. 'Rauch, Dampf, Qualm, Brodem' может рассматриваться как дополнитель-ный пример действия закона Хирта в латинском.
Я не привожу в [Дыбо в печ.] атематических ос-нов, в которых различие древнеиндийской и грече-ской акцентовок может объясняться генерализа-цией разных акцентовок подвижной акцентной парадигмы, и форм i-и u-склонений, значитель-ное количество разных акцентовок этих имен, ус-танавливаемых в германских языках по рефлекса-ции согласно закону Вернера, вызвало предполо-жение о наличии первично подвижного акцентно-го типа у этих имен, в дальнейшем «генерализиро-вавшегося» в окситонезу или баритонезу.
В дальнейшем С. Л. Николаев, изучив акцентов-ку древнеиндийских производных имен с суффик-сами I (доминантного) класса, пришел к выводу, что эти имена получали конечное ударение, если их корни относились также к I (доминантному) классу, см. ОСА 1: 53 ссл. Так как класс суффикса, по-видимому, определялся просодической харак-теристикой тематического гласного, включенного в данный суффикс, С. Л. Николаев рассмотрел ак-центовку установленных С. А. Старостиным древ-неиндийских nomina activa и nomina passiva, у ко-торых роль суффикса играл тематический глас-ный, и соответствующих им греческих девербати-вов, что позволило ему создать следующую схему акцентовок при различных сочетаниях морфем (подчеркнута позиция, где греческая акцентовка отличается от древнеиндийской): Общее правило таково: в греческом баритониро-ванной является любая форма, где содержится морфе-ма I кл., в древнеиндийском же баритонированными являются лишь формы, состоящие из морфем различ-ных классов.
(Обоснование принципиально другой акценто-логической концепции см. в Lubotsky 1988 и Лу-боцкий 1991. Обсуждение теории А. Лубоцкого, впрочем, выходит за рамки настоящей заметки.) Греческий в этом отношении близок к балто-славянскому, в котором формы-энклиномены мо-гут состоять лишь из морфем II класса, а присутст-вие в форме доминантной морфемы определяет ее ортотонический статус (ОСА 1: 69). С. Л. Николаев относит время возникновения этой акцентологи-ческой особенности древнеиндийского, по-види-мому, еще к периоду индоевропейских диалектов, считая, что эту же особенность разделяет с древне-индийским прагерманский, чему однако противо-речат: 1) герм. *ƕéƕula-< *k ék lo-(при греч. κύκλος m., pl. κύκλοι и κύκλα, но др.-инд. cakrá-m., n. 'ко-лесо'), 2) герм. *énþrō pl. n. (при греч. ἔντερο-ν 'кишка', pl. 'внутренности', но др.-инд. āntrá-n. 'entrail', 'внутренности, кишки' RV, antrá-n.), 3) герм. *ƕáþaraz ~ *ƕéþaraz (при греч. πότερος, ион. κότερος 'welcher od. wer von beiden?', но др.-инд. kataráḥ 'welcher von zweien').
Дардский язык шина (Shina, Ṣiṇā) довольно по-следовательно сохраняет древнеиндийскую акцен-товку имен и глаголов. Эта особенность характер-на, по-видимому, еще для нескольких дардских и кафирских языков, но они плохо или недостаточно подробно описаны. Только шина (диалект гильгит) имеет грамматику и более или менее приличный словарь с отмеченным местом ударения (Bailey 1924) . В 1972 году я опубликовал краткую статью «О рефлексах индоевропейского ударения в ин-доиранских языках» (Дыбо 1972) . Знакомясь с но-выми публикациями по дардским и другим ин-доиранским языкам, я обнаружил ряд работ, под-тверждающих тональный характер ударения дол-готных слогов в шина, что заметил еще Бейли, и поддерживающих мою гипотезу о причинах воз-никновения тональных различий в дардских язы-ках, предложенную в той же статье, в результате исследования системы тональных оппозиций в языке дамели. К сожалению, в этих же публика-циях обнаружилось полное незнание моей работы и явное игнорирование результатов и проблем сравнительно-исторической и исторической ак-центологии (что характерно для синхронистов, воспитанных на якобы Соссюровском «Курсе об-щей лингвистики» 2 ). Поэтому я счел необходимым опубликовать в более полном виде материалы и результаты моих исследований по акцентной сис-теме языка шина в работе «Древнеиндийский ак-цент в дардском языке шина как проблема индо-европейской акцентологии» (ниже [Дыбо в печ.] ). В этимологизируемом ныне словарном составе языка шина (диалект гильгит) по словарю [Bailey 1924 ] обнаруживается около 90 баритонированных существительных, соответствующих баритониро-ванным именам древнеиндийского, и около 50 ок-ситонированных существительных, соответствую-щих окситонированным именам древнеиндийско-го. По материалам [Bailey 1924 ] в шина различные акцентные типы у первичных прилагательных не обнаруживаются. Это, по-видимому, объясняется тем, что прилагательные в шина согласуются с су-ществительными в роде и числе, но не в падеже, что, возможно, облегчило генерализацию нако-ренного ударения в этих формах. Возможно, одна-ко, что тонкие отличия акцентовки исторически окситонированных форм от баритонированных были просто не замечены аудиторами. Среди ба-ритонированных существительных шина обнару-жено 7 имен, которым в ведийском соответствуют имена с сваритой в конце слова, это преобразова-ние согласуется с подобным же в системе Шата-патхабрахманы.
Ряд баритонированных имен шина характерен тем, что в ведийском им соответствуют окситони-рованные имена, но в греческом, балто-славянском и в германском им соответствует баритонеза. По-казания шина могут свидетельствовать о том, что древнеиндийская окситонеза этих имен является лишь чертой ведийского, но не индоиранского и даже не индоарийского 3 . AV., v kya-TS., v kkā-f. 'heart' lex.; *vrakka, bukka-n. 'heart'; пали vakka-n. 'kidney'; пракр. wūk, uwūk Bailey 1924: 169b; Turner I, 698 (12064) ; KEWA III, 241-242; EWA II, 571-572.
Таким образом, в ведийском мы наблюдаем, по-видимому, второй этап процесса передвижения акцента на ровных тональных платформах. В моем докладе на XIII съезде славистов [Дыбо 2003 ] я предложил для объяснения перевода тематиче-ских имен индоевропейской подвижной акцент-ной парадигмы в греко-арийскую окситонирован-ную передвижение акцента на один слог вперед, это передвижение произошло и в греческом, и в древнеиндийском, оно естественно произошло на низкотональных платформах; ведийский, по-видимому, продолжил тенденцию сдвига акцента на конец ровной платформы, перенеся этот про-цесс на высокотональные платформы. В атемати-ческих основах, по-видимому, именно эти пере-движения привели к видимости (иллюзии) четы-рех греко-арийских акцентных типов, которые вос-станавливаются рядом исследователей как индоев-ропейские акростатическая, протеродинамическая, гистеродинамическая и амфидинамическая ак-центные парадигмы.
Существенно, что тот реликт индоевропейской акцентной системы, которые наблюдаются в иран-ских языках -обследованная мною акцентная система языка пушту -также указывает на систе-му, более близкую к реконструируемой для балто-славянского и германского, что еще больше убеж-дает во вторичном характере ситуации в ведий-ском (см. Дыбо 1974) .
Все сказанное выше основано на предложенной мною тонологической гипотезе происхождения индоевропейской акцентной системы. В сущности для балто-славянского эта гипотеза может уже считаться доказанной: подвижность акцента в ак-центной парадигме, выбор акцентных типов про-изводных, система метатонии. Протогерманская акцентная система в проясняемых частях хорошо согласуется с балто-славянской и получает дока-занные данные для объяснения ряда особенностей германского консонантизма. Ведийская и древне-греческая акцентные системы относятся в значи-тельной мере к системам категориального акцента. Но, во-первых, наблюдения над парадигматиче-скими акцентными системами показывают, что они в ходе исторического развития проявляют тенденцию преобразования в категориальные ак-центные системы; во-вторых, эти две системы со-храняют следы старого парадигматического со-стояния в виде двух акцентных типов непроизводоб образовании форм пассива и его спряжении: «The passive is formed by adding izh to the root of the active and conjugating like a verb of the 2 nd conj.» (Bailey 1924: 29) . Последнее замечание означает, что ударение остается на корне, но при краткости сло-га корня (так же как и при двусложности основы имени) ударение передвигается на следующий слог основы (т. е. на izh). Формант пассива izh, по-видимому, восходит к ya.
Сходство IV класса глаголов с ведийским пасси-вом давно обратило на себя внимание: формы страдательного залога отличаются от среднего за-лога в IV классе только своим насуффиксальным ударением. Исходя из нулевой ступени корневого слога, характерной для глаголов IV класса, обычно считают, что IV класс первоначально имел ударе-ние на суффиксе. Но это лишь предрассудок, свя-занный с верой в то, что место ударения непосред-ственно определяется ступенью абляута. В дейст-вительности в определенной мере связь между ступенью абляута и местом ударения обнаружива-ется лишь в системе глагола, что, с моей точки зрения, свидетельствует о ее вторичности, а ударе-ние IV класса можно рассматривать в какой-то степени как архаизм.
Таким образом, система языка шина как бы от-ражает ситуацию в индоарийском до ведийского сдвига ударения на высокотональных платформах. Но в ведийском могло быть положение, при кото-ром в порядке Cv̟ Cv̟ Cv̠ отсутствовала определен-ность в месте акцента, в отличие от порядка Cv̟ Cv̟ #, что могло отразиться в наличии акцентуационных дублетов.
Leonid Kulikov
Leiden University / Institute of Linguistics (Moscow)
Reply to replies
Replies of V. Dybo and A. Kassian offer a number of interesting historical observations, placing the issue of the history of the main accentual type of ya-present in a new perspective. I will not enter here into a general discussion of the comparability of evidence provided by Balto-Slavic accent and Vedic verbal accentuation, which represents quite an intricate issue on its own, but goes far beyond the scope of the current discussion. Rather, I will confine myself to a few more specific remarks on the data and their interpretation provided by the discussants.
As rightly noticed by A.K., the explanation of several subgroupings within the system of the ya-presents in Vedic (largely) based on Kuryłowicz's analogical scenarios is not free from complications and several back and forth developments in the accentual history of the ya-formations. Putting the accentual patterns in direct connections with the tonal schemes of the morphemic sequences in accordance with their accentual types (dominant/recessive) may, at first glance, spare some of such 'redundant' changes of my scenario (as outlined by A.K.).
Yet, this alternative explanation is not free from heavy problems either, while the lack of comparative evidence, quite unfortunately, makes this analysis less falsifiable than the (more traditional) explanation.
Let us take a closer look at the rule that forms the core of Dybo's tonal theory of the genesis of the Vedic accentuation as applied to the accent patterns of the yapresents (see p. 207): (i) the ya-presents derived from the roots of the dominant tonal type should bear the accent on the suffix, whilst (ii) the ya-presents derived from the roots of the recessive type should have the accent on the root. How could then this purely phonological distribution be dephonologized, so that, ultimately, the place of accentuation becomes conditioned by the semantic types of ya-presents? Developing the basic idea of V.D. and A.K., one might assume the following historical scenario: (I) a certain (semantically influential?) group of the ya-presents of the former type (dominant roots = accent on the suffix) were mostly used as passives and therefore have formed the core group of the yá-passives, whereas (II) a certain (semantically influential?) group of the ya-presents of the latter type (recessive roots = accent on the root) mostly occurred in non-passive usages and therefore have given rise to the Old Indian 'class IV' presents, i.e. to the non-passive ya-presents with the root accentuation. Subsequently, the first group attracted those yapassives which, by virtue of the tonal type of the root morpheme (recessive) had accent on the root (with the concomitant accent shift from the root to the suffix, in analogy with the core members of the class: *√´-ya-> √-yá), while in another class we expect the opposite development: non-passive ya-presents with the root accentuation attracted other non-passive ya-presents that had accent on the suffix, with the concomitant accent shift from the suffix to the root, in analogy with the core members of the class: *√-yá-> √´-ya).
Unfortunately, as noticed by A.K. (p. 199) , the Balto-Slavic material furnishes as few as two reliable cognates of the Vedic ya-presents that can be used for the reconstruction of the original tonal pattern of the Vedic stems. One of them, Slav. *topiti 'warm, make warm' (the exact cognate of the Vedic causative tā-páyati id.) must testify to the dominant type of the root, which, in accordance with Dybo's rule, should result in Vedic suffix accentuation tapyáte 'heats; suffers'. This accentuation is attested from the Atharvaveda onwards, alongside with the root accentuation tápyate, which is met with, in particular, in the Yajurvedic mantras; see p. 190 above. Another direct com-parison is Slav. *dьr-ati (~ Ved. d ryáte 'cracks'), with a recessive root, which should point to the root accentuation (d ryate, attested in the Taittirīya-and Maitrāya ī Sa hitās of the Yajurveda, alongside with the suffix accentuation dīryáte found in the Śatapatha-Brāhmaṇa). Obviously, evidence is too scant for any decisive conclusion -however attractive the tonal hypothesis might appear for the explanation of the initial split of one single type into two accentual classes.
More substantial evidence for hypothesizing about the original accentuation of the (Old) Indo-Aryan yapresents is, allegedly, provided by the Dardic language Shina, which, according to V.D., preserves the original accentuation (on the root) in the cognates of all ya-presents, irrespectively of the accentuation in Vedic. The question on whether we can reduce all yapresents to a single accentual system on the basis of evidence from Dardic remains open, however (see A.K.'s objections, p. 199).
Furthermore, the presentation of the Vedic material on p. 208-209 is not free from inaccuracies or unlikely assumptions. Thus, there are no good reasons to trace two homonymous (albeit perhaps genetically related) roots lī, 'cling, adhere' and 'dissolve', and the root rī (which, as Praust (2000) has demonstrated, has the meaning 'whirl, swirl', not merely 'flow') to the same historical source. Notice that lī 'disappear, dissolve' (as of salt in water) normally refers to a solid substance that becomes liquid; by contrast, rī can only be constructed with the subject of a liquid.
Problematic is the comparison of Sh. Gil. păr zhe 'hears, listens' ['слышит, слушает'] with búdhyate, which originally could only mean 'awakens'; the meaning 'perceives, notices' must represent inner Vedic development.
Sh. Gil. r źĕi 'is cooked' etc. is compared to the nonexistent Sanskrit form *radhyate 'is softened'; its reconstruction on the basis of act. rádhyatu 'let (him) subdue, be subject' AV etc. is implausible: these two meanings can hardly be reconciled with each other.
Positing such a monstrous form as the alleged passive *miś yate 1 ('is mixed'?) is based on mere misunderstanding: miśrayati 'mixes' is a late Vedic (from the Sūtras onwards) denominative derived from the adjective miśrá-'mixed, mingled'. Passives based on denominatives are very late and by no means could exist in early Vedic, let alone in Proto-Indo-Iranian.
Last but not least, the prevalence of non-passives in the list of Shina verbs is remarkable and considerably weakens V.D.'s hypothesis.
Notice also the amazing parallelism between the accent shift from the first short syllable to the second (suffixal) syllable and the accent shift 2 from the root to suffix in ya-presents made from the roots of the type C , as in mriyáte 'dies' < *m -a-te, 3 which I discussed elsewhere (Kulikov 1997) .
To conclude, accentuation in Shina, however archaic it might be, can hardly corroborate our hypotheses on the original accentual patterns in of the Vedic ya-presents. 
